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Abstract. A realistic primitive-equation model of the Southern Ocean4

at eddying spatial resolution is used to examine the effect of ocean-surface-5

velocity dependence of the wind stress on the strength of near-inertial os-6

cillations. Accounting for the ocean-surface-velocity dependence of the wind7

stress leads to a large reduction of wind-induced near-inertial energy of ap-8

proximately 40 percent and of wind power input into the near-inertial fre-9

quency band of approximately 20 percent. A large part of this reduction can10

be explained by the leading-order modification to the wind stress if the ocean-11

surface velocity is included. The strength of the reduction is shown to be mod-12

ulated by the inverse of the ocean-surface-mixed-layer depth. We conclude13

that the effect of surface-velocity dependence of the wind stress should be14

taken into account when estimating the wind-power input into the near-inertial15

frequency band and when estimating near-inertial energy levels in the ocean16

due to wind forcing.17
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1. Introduction

Near-inertial oscillations (NIO) dominate the internal-wave spectrum of the ocean (see18

Kunze [1985]). They are thought to be a source for the energy that drives the meridional-19

overturning circulation (see Munk and Wunsch [1998]) and play a role in setting the20

surface-mixed-layer depth (see Pollard et al. [1972]) and thereby influence the sea-surface21

temperature (SST) with potentially important implications for climate (Jochum et al.22

[2012]). In the surface-mixed layer, NIOs are quasi-free horizontal motions that are typi-23

cally generated by fast changes of the wind stress vector (Pollard and Millard [1970]; Gill24

[1982]). Once excited, NIOs are subject to deflection by the Coriolis force, dissipation25

(including the loss of kinetic energy to potential energy through entrainment of water26

into the mixed layer), stresses at the base of the mixed layer due the ambient flow field27

and propagation of near-inertial waves (NIW) out of the mixed layer (see, for example,28

Gill [1982], Gill [1984], Plueddemann and Farrar [2006], Furuichi et al. [2008], and Zhai29

et al. [2009]).30

Our knowledge of wind power input (WPI) into the near-inertial frequency band, and31

also near-inertial energy (NIE) levels in the ocean, is only loosely constrained by observa-32

tions. There are observational studies which have contributed to our understanding of the33

physics of NIOs by analyzing local observational data mainly from moorings (see Pollard34

and Millard [1970], D’Asaro [1985] and Plueddemann and Farrar [2006]), but it is only35

recently that the first direct estimates of global scale NIE have been obtained based on36

surface-drifter data (see Elipot and Lumpkin [2008] and Chaigneau et al. [2008]). In the37

meantime, the simple slab-ocean model proposed by Pollard and Millard [1970], described38
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in detail in Section 2.3, has been used to assess NIE and near-inertial WPI on a global39

scale (see Watanabe and Hibiya [2002], Alford [2003]). Moreover, it can be expected that40

numerical models will continue to be widely used in the future for assessing NIE and41

near-inertial WPI.42

This study aims at understanding how including the ocean-surface velocity into the43

parameterization of the wind stress (called surface-velocity dependence, or SVD, hereafter)44

influences the levels of NIE in the surface-mixed layer and the near-inertial WPI. SVD is45

known to lead to a general damping of the ocean currents (see Dewar and Flierl [1987])46

which can improve the modelled SST in climate models (see Pacanowski [1987] and Luo47

et al. [2005]). SVD has been shown to reduce WPI into geostrophic motions by up to48

30% (see Duhaut and Straub [2006] and Hughes and Wilson [2008]) and mesoscale eddy49

kinetic energy (EKE) in a regional ocean model by about 10% (see Zhai and Greatbatch50

[2007]). The large effect of SVD on WPI into the large-scale circulation of the ocean51

suggests that SVD can also have a significant effect on NIE and WPI into the inertial52

frequency band.53

As the main model to assess the relevance of SVD for NIOs, we use a realistic primitive-54

equation model at eddying resolution (SPFLAME). We find that SVD reduces temporally55

and horizontally averaged near-inertial WPI by as much as 34.5 % and temporally and56

horizontally averaged NIE by as much as 43.1 % in summer. Averaged over a whole year,57

horizontally averaged near-inertial WPI is reduced by 22.1 %, and horizontally averaged58

NIE is reduced by 39.9 % (see Table 1). We argue that a large part of the reduction can59

be explained by the leading-order correction to WPI induced by SVD. To illustrate the60

mechanism, we use the linear slab-ocean model of Pollard and Millard [1970] (hereafter61
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PM70). In PM70, SVD corresponds, to leading order, to adding a linear damping term62

to the momentum equation. The magnitude of the extra damping term is found to be set63

by the wind speed and the inverse of the mixed-layer depth.64

In Section 2, we discuss the wind-stress parameterizations, and the models and exper-65

iments used in this study. In Section 3, we briefly describe the spatial and temporal66

distribution of NIE and near-inertial WPI in the primitive-equation model. Section 467

covers the main results of this study. First, we describe the large reduction of NIE and68

near-inertial WPI found in the primitive-equation-model experiments when including69

SVD. We then propose a simple mechanism that explains the observed reduction and70

show results from the slab-ocean model to confirm that a large reduction of NIE can be71

explained by the direct effect of the changed wind-stress parameterization. Finally, we72

show that the reduction of NIE and near-inertial WPI closely follow the annual cycle of73

the mixed-layer depth. Section 5 concludes with a summary. In the appendices, we briefly74

discuss the definition used for the mixed-layer depth, the time-filtering used to extract75

the near-inertial signal from the model output and the tuning of the slab-ocean model.76

2. Methods, Models and Experiments

2.1. The Wind-Stress Parameterization

Conventionally, the wind stress is parameterized in terms of 10-m-wind speed, U 10,77

alone. In terms of density of air close to the sea surface, ρa, and the drag coefficient, cd,78

the wind stress is then defined as79

τCTL ≡ ρacd(|U 10|)|U 10|U 10 (1)80
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We chose to parameterize the drag coefficient according to Large and Pond [1981] with a81

leveling off for high wind speeds according to Donelan et al. [2004]. With the above pa-82

rameterization of the wind stress, wind power input WPI is proportional to the projection83

of the wind-stress vector onto the ocean-surface-velocity vector uo84

WPICTL ≡ τCTL · uo = ρacd(|U 10|)|U 10|U 10 · uo (2)85

Alternatively, the wind stress can be parameterized in terms of the relative velocity of the86

wind and the ocean U 10 − uo87

τ SV D ≡ ρacd(|U 10 − uo|)|U 10 − uo|(U 10 − uo) (3)88

Duhaut and Straub [2006] show that the leading-order effect of changing the wind stress89

to τ SV D is90

∆WPI ≡ WPISV D −WPICTL ≈ −ρacd|U 10|[|uo|2 + (uo · Û 10)
2] (4)91

where Û 10 is the unit vector pointing in the direction of the 10-m-wind vector U 10. Since92

both |uo|2 and (uo · Û 10)
2 are positive definite, the effect of SVD is a general reduction of93

WPI. This negative definite ∆WPI has been shown to provide a sink term for mesoscale94

EKE by Zhai and Greatbatch [2007].95

2.2. A Realistic Primitive-Equation Model – SPFLAME

We use an eddying (1/10)◦ primitive-equation ocean model with realistic topography,96

as described by Eden [2006]. It covers the Southern Ocean between 78◦S and 30◦S. In the97

vertical, the domain is separated into 42 levels with increasing thickness ranging from 10m98

at the surface to 250m at 5500m depth. The model is driven by six-hourly 10m-winds99

from the ERA40 reanalysis (Uppala et al. [2005]) and by climatological surface-heat fluxes100

(see Barnier et al. [1995]). Surface salinity is restored to climatological values taken from101
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Levitus et al. [1994] with a time scale of 15 days for the upper level of thickness 10m. The102

surface-momentum flux is derived from 10m-winds using the two different wind-stress103

parameterizations given by (1) and (3) above. Vertical mixing is parameterized using104

the TKE-mixing scheme as described by Gaspar et al. [1990] and Blanke and Delecluse105

[1993], and horizontal mixing is parameterized in both the momentum and tracer equation106

as a biharmonic diffusivity. At 30◦S, an open boundary is used where barotropic in-107

and outflow are prescribed and where potential temperature and salinity are restored to108

climatological values.109

The model has realistic levels of mesoscale EKE (see Eden [2006] for a comparison with110

an observational estimate of the EKE based on satellite altimetry). The modelled depth-111

integrated transport through Drake Passage of about 120 Sv is within the error bar of the112

estimate 134± 27 Sv given by Cunningham et al. [2003].113

The model is spun up from rest (SPINUP-GCM) using the climatology of Levitus et al.114

[1994] (for salinity) and Levitus and Boyer [1994] (for potential temperature) as the initial115

condition and using the conventional parameterization of the wind stress (see equation (1))116

for 31 years. The years 1 to 10 of the spin-up phase are forced by climatological wind117

stress, and the years 11 to 31 are forced by conventional wind stress, given by (1), for118

the years 1980 to 2000 of 6-hourly 10-m-wind fields from the ERA40 reanalysis. Then,119

the experiment is forked into two runs, one of which continues to be forced by conven-120

tional wind stress (equation (1)), and one of which is forced by surface-velocity-dependent121

wind stress (equation (3)). We name these two runs CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM122

respectively. Note that we start the analysis of the two model runs immediately after the123

forking and that, consequently, the adjustment of the run SVD-GCM to the new wind-124
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stress parameterization is contained in the data we analyze. The mesoscale-eddy field is125

important in modulating the small-scale structure of the spatial distribution of NIE by126

locally changing the effective Coriolis parameter (see Zhai et al. [2005], Zhai et al. [2007]).127

Adjustment of the run SVD-GCM to the new wind stress parameterization involves the128

model switching into a different realization of the (chaotic) mesoscale-eddy field. To be129

sure to capture the direct effect of the changed wind stress parameterization rather than130

a secondary effect due to a changed mesoscale, we decided to accept the disadvantage of a131

run that is subject to adjustment. We discuss the implications of the adjustment process132

for our results in Section 4, where we also note that NIE itself goes through an adjustment133

process to the change in the wind-stress parameterization.134

The first 36.5 days of the output from the runs CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM are135

available at a high spatial resolution (1/10◦ × 1/10◦) and at a high temporal resolution136

(3 hours). For the rest of the runs CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM, covering the year137

2001, we reduced the spatial resolution of the model output to 1◦ × 1◦ without changing138

the temporal resolution. By comparing the full-resolution output for the first 36.5 days to139

the reduced-resolution output over the same period, we found that NIE at the reduced-140

resolution contains all the information that is relevant for this study, and hence decided141

to use the 1◦ × 1◦ resolution output throughout.142

To calculate NIE, we filtered the velocity field to near-inertial frequencies by using a143

fifth-order Butterworth filter as described in Appendix B. Throughout the manuscript,144

the subscript I indicates near-inertially filtered quantities.145

2.3. A Linear Slab-Ocean Model – PM70
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Pollard and Millard [1970] proposed a local linear slab-ocean model for near-inertial146

oscillations (PM70) which has since been widely used to assess the input of near-inertial147

energy into the surface-mixed layer of the ocean (Alford [2003]). It is a local model for148

the near-inertial velocity in the mixed layer (u, v) featuring the Coriolis force f(−v, u),149

the wind stress τ = (τx, τ y), a linear damping term with the coefficient ε, the mixed-layer150

depth H (assumed to be time-independent), and the reference density ρ0:151

ut − fv =
τx

ρ0H
− εu (5)152

vt + fu =
τ y

ρ0H
− εv (6)153

The time-evolution of kinetic energy, E = u · u/2, in PM70 is governed by154

Et = uut + vvt =
1

ρ0H
(τxu+ τ yv)− ε(u2 + v2) (7)155

To numerically integrate the slab model, we chose to discretize the Coriolis term with156

centered differences, and the explicit linear damping, as well as the wind-stress term157

using a backward scheme. For the surface-velocity-dependent case, the wind-forcing term158

includes a damping component that can become unstable if it is discretized with centered159

differences.160

The model is started from rest. We prescribe a spatially varying mixed-layer depth161

that has been diagnosed from the initial 36.5 days of the experiment CONTROL-GCM162

as described in Appendix A, and use the same 6-hourly-wind fields used to drive the163

primitive-equation model in the initial 36.5 days of the experiments CONTROL-GCM and164

SVD-GCM. We call the experiments CONTROL-SLAB (with conventional wind stress)165

and SVD-SLAB (with surface-velocity-dependent wind stress). The only free parameter166

of the model is then the explicit linear-damping time scale 1/ε which we set to 4.5 days167
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for both the experiments CONTROL-SLAB and SVD-SLAB. For details on the tuning168

of ε, we refer to Appendix C. The velocity fields from the PM70 experiments are filtered169

using the same filter as for the SPFLAME data (see Appendix B).170

3. Near-Inertial Energy in an Eddying Model of the Southern Ocean

Figures 1 a,b and 2 a,b show NIE in the mixed layer for the primitive-equation-model ex-171

periments CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM time-averaged for January 2001 and for the172

whole year 2001. North of approximately 55◦S, high levels of mixed-layer NIE (200 J/m2
173

and more) are concentrated in patches of a few degrees in diameter. South of approx-174

imately 55◦S low levels of mixed-layer NIE (100 J/m2 and less) prevail and spots of175

high NIE are completely absent. Figures 3 a,b and 4 a,b show near-inertial WPI for176

CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM time-averaged for January 2001 and for the whole year177

2001. As for NIE, high levels of near-inertial WPI (above 1mWm−2) occur in relatively178

small patches. For a detailed examination of the spatial and temporal distribution of NIE179

and near-inertial WPI in the Southern Ocean, we refer to the companion paper Rath180

et al. [2013]. Rath et al. [2013] explain the concentration of high NIE and near-inertial181

WPI at latitudes that are most of the time significantly north of the Southern Hemisphere182

storm track by the joint effect of a shallow mixed-layer depth north of the ACC, and a183

reduced near-inertial variability of the wind stress at high latitudes due to the increase in184

the magnitude of the Coriolis parameter at high latitudes.185

Figure 5 a shows temporally and horizontally averaged NIE from the experiments186

CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM for January 2001 and for the whole year 2001. NIE is187

concentrated at the surface. In January, when the mixed-layer depth is close to its annual188
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minimum, high NIE is confined to depths less than 100 m. In the whole-year average,189

high horizontally averaged NIE reaches down to approximately 200 m.190

4. Influence of the Ocean-Surface-Velocity Dependence of the Wind-Stress on

the Near-Inertial Frequency Band

In this section, we first report a large reduction of temporally averaged mixed-layer191

NIE and near-inertial WPI due to SVD in the primitive-equation-model experiments192

CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM. We then propose a simple meachanism by which the193

leading-order correction to the wind-stress leads to a reduction of NIE and near-inertial194

WPI approximately proportional to the inverse of the mixed-layer depth. We test this195

mechanism by showing that the PM70 slab-ocean model largely captures the reduction of196

mixed-layer NIE, and by showing that the annual cycle of the reduction is closely tied to197

the annual cycle of the inverse of the mixed-layer depth.198

4.1. SPFLAME

When comparing the levels of mixed-layer NIE and of near-inertial WPI in the exper-199

iments CONTROL-GCM (See Figure 1 a and Figure 2 a, and Figure 3 a and Figure 4 a200

respectively.) and in the experiment SVD-GCM (See Figure 1 b and Figure 2 b, and201

Figure 3 b and Figure 4 b respectively.), the most striking difference is the large reduction202

if the surface-velocity-dependent wind stress is used. To quantify the reduction, we define203

the relative differences of NIE, RNIE, and of near-inertial WPI, RWPI , as204

RNIE ≡
EI |SV D − EI |CTL

EI |CTL
(8)205

RWPI ≡
WPII |SV D −WPII |CTL

WPII |CTL
. (9)206
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Figure 1 c and Figure 2 c show the relative reduction of time-averaged mixed-layer NIE207

for January 2001 and for the whole year 2001 together with isolines of the time-averaged208

mixed-layer depth. The largest reduction (more than 60% in the South Pacific) occurs in209

January where the mixed layer is shallow. The relative reduction of near-inertial WPI210

is shown in Figure 3 c and Figure 4 c. Again, the largest reduction occurs north of the211

ACC, when the mixed-layer is shallow. Along the ACC, where the mixed layer is deep,212

and where a vigorous mesoscale-eddy field is present, the relative reduction of NIE and213

near-inertial WPI are much smaller.214

Table 1 lists temporally and horizontally averaged mixed-layer NIE, temporally averaged215

and horizontally integrated near-inertial WPI, and the relative differences thereof, RNIE216

and RWPI , for January 2001 and for the whole year 2001. Mixed-layer NIE is reduced by217

43.1 % in January 2001 (39.9 % for the whole year), and near-inertial WPI is reduced by218

34.5 % in January 2001 (22.1 % for the whole year).219

The horizontally averaged view presented in Figure 5 shows a large reduction of NIE,220

which extends to all depths. For January 2001, the relative reduction of NIE is biggest221

close to the surface and then decays to lower values for greater depths. If the averaging222

period is extended to the whole year 2001, the reduction of temporally and horizontally223

averaged NIE is largely uniform throughout the water column. The difference between224

the average over the whole year, and over only January, indicates that NIE at depth is225

fed from the NIE that the wind injects at the surface and which in turn spreads to depth226

from above, as discussed further below.227

SVD-GCM is subject to an adjustment to the new wind-stress parameterization. We228

expect, that in January 2001, when the information about the reduction of NIE at the229
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surface has not yet been transferred to all depths, that the reduction of NIE in the deep230

ocean is underestimated. Figure 7 a, to be discussed in detail later, shows that the mixed-231

layer NIE is adjusting relatively quickly, while it takes approximately a month before the232

information about the reduction of the NIE that is injected at the surface reaches the deep233

ocean. Note that the temporal evolution of horizontally averaged NIE is an integral over234

many bursts of NIOs in different locations with different mixed-layer depths and hence235

does not necessarily allow for an estimate of the rate at which NIE is transferred to the236

deep ocean locally.237

4.2. Mechanism for Reducing Near-Inertial Energy by Surface-Velocity-

Dependent Wind Stress

In the framework of the simple slab-ocean model PM70 (see Section 2 for details), the238

difference of the PM70 wind-stress terms leads to a difference of the wind-power-input239

term of the energy equation (4) that is proportional to the wind speed |U 10| and to the240

energy:241

∆WPI

ρ0H
= −ρacd

ρ0H
[1 + (ûo · Û 10)

2]|U 10||uo|2 = −εSV D|uo|2 (10)242

where243

εSV D ≡
ρacd
ρ0H

[1 + (ûo · Û 10)
2]|U 10| (11)244

with ûo = uo/|uo|. To leading order, the difference of WPI acts like an extra linear-245

damping term with the damping time scale 1/εSV D. It should be noted that the derivation246

of (10) and (11) includes two strong assumptions: The mixed-layer depth, H, has been247

assumed to be time-independent and also the same, irrespective of whether the wind stress248

contains the SVD or not.249
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Consider a freely decaying near-inertial oscillation that is only subject to linear damp-250

ing. The time-integral of NIE is then proportional to the inverse of the linear-damping251

coefficient. Let ε̃ = ε + εSV D. Then, for the same initial conditions, the relative differ-252

ence, RNIE, of NIE subject to damping with ε alone, compared to damping with ε̃, is253

εSV D/(ε+ εSV D). If the linear damping due to SVD is of the same size as the linear damp-254

ing modelling all other processes that remove NIE from the mixed layer, NIE is reduced255

by 50 %.256

The term (ûo·Û 10)
2 vanishes if the wind vector is orthogonal to the ocean-velocity vector257

and is one if the wind vector and the ocean-velocity vector are exactly (anti-)parallel. If the258

relative direction of the wind vector and the ocean-velocity vector is completely random,259

(ûo · Û 10)
2 is a Monte-Carlo estimator for

∫ 2π
0 dx cos2 x = 0.5. With ρa = 1.22 kgm−3,260

ρ0 = 1035 kgm−3, cd ≈ 1.2 · 10−3, and (ûo · Û 10)
2 ≈ 0.5, the linear-damping due to SVD261

acts on time scales similar to262

1

εSV D
≈ 5 days

H

|U 10|
s−1. (12)263

For typical wind speeds around 10 ms−1 the extra damping associated with surface-velocity264

dependence of the wind stress acts on a timescale of approximately 25 days for H ≈ 50 m265

and on a time scale of approximately 5 days for H ≈ 10 m. Earlier studies using PM70266

such as that by D’Asaro [1985] or Pollard and Millard [1970] found a linear-damping267

time scale, 1/ε, of 1 to 10 days to be appropriate for modelling observed time series of268

near-inertial velocity. Hence, with a shallow mixed layer, or with strong winds, εSV D may269

compete with the other processes that remove NIE from the mixed layer (and, indeed,270

may be included in the estimate for ε given by the above authors).271
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Plueddemann and Farrar [2006] found that shear instability at the base of the mixed272

layer is an important sink for NIE in the mixed layer. In SVD-GCM, the reduction in NIE273

compared to CONTROL-GCM, leads to less vertical shear across the base of the surface-274

mixed layer and hence less turbulent entrainment there. This rules out the possibility275

that the reduction of NIE in SVD-GCM is partly due to an increased efficiency of shear276

instability at the mixed-layer base.277

4.3. Testing of the Proposed Mechanism for the Reduction of Near-Inertial

Energy using PM70 – Summer Conditions

To test the hypothesis that the large reduction of near-inertial energy seen in the278

primitive-equation experiments can be explained by the direct effect of the changed wind279

stress, we use the PM70 slab-ocean model. We assume that there is a spatially and tem-280

porally universal linear-damping parameter, ε, (see equations (5) and (6)) that can be281

used to model the distribution of NIE in the Southern Ocean. This is a strong constraint,282

and, as pointed out by Plueddemann and Farrar [2006], a universal damping parameter is283

not sufficient for accurately modelling the time evolution of near-inertial currents for long284

time series. Note also that the choice of the spatial dependence of the linear damping285

parameter in PM70-like experiments is not agreed upon in the literature. Alford [2003]286

uses a damping coefficient which is proportional to f , while Watanabe and Hibiya [2002]287

use spatially uniform damping coefficients. Hence, we cannot expect the PM70 slab model288

to account for the spatial distribution of near-inertial energy and its reduction in detail.289

However, we will show that the broad spatial distribution as well as the magnitude of NIE290

and its reduction for surface-velocity-dependent wind stress can be captured by PM70.291
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In the following, we present the results from the experiments CONTROL-SLAB and292

SVD-SLAB and compare them to those of the experiments CONTROL-GCM and SVD-293

GCM. In order to isolate the effect of the wind stress parameterization, both PM70294

experiments use an explicit damping ε = 1/4.5 days everywhere. The tuning of the295

damping parameter is described in Appendix C. In order to test the effect of the change296

in the wind-stress parameterization, we also use a time-independent mixed-layer depth, H,297

although, importantly, H varies spatially and is the monthly mean for January diagnosed298

from CONTROL-GCM as described in Appendix A.299

Figure 6 a and b show time-averaged mixed-layer NIE for the slab-model experiments.300

The spatial pattern of NIE in the SPFLAME runs (Figure 1) is largely reproduced. How-301

ever the slab model fails to capture the much finer spatial structure seen in the primitive-302

equation-model output pointing to the relevance of the mesoscale-eddy field (see, e.g.,303

Zhai et al. [2005], Zhai et al. [2007], and Chavanne et al. [2012]), which is neglected in304

the PM70 experiments.305

Figure 6 c shows the relative difference of NIE in the slab-model experiments. There306

is a broad agreement between PM70 and SPFLAME in showing a large reduction of NIE307

where the mixed layer is shallow and in showing a small or no reduction where the mixed308

layer is deep, consistent with expectations from the mixed layer depth dependence in (12).309

It should be noted that there is disagreement in the spatial distribution of the relative310

reduction of NIE in the South Pacific between 65◦S and 50◦S. In this region, the NIE311

reduction modelled by PM70 closely follows the mixed-layer depth, as expected, while the312

NIE reduction as measured from CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM is bigger than 65 %313

even where the mixed layer is relatively deep.314
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The simple slab-ocean model PM70 confirmed that including the ocean-surface velocity315

in the parameterization of the wind-stress can directly reduce NIE in the mixed layer316

by a large amount. Further, despite its simplicity, it is notable that PM70 even largely317

captured the spatial distribution of the reduction, which, in turn, is controlled primarily318

by the mixed layer depth.319

4.4. The Annual Cycle

The mixed-layer depth is subject to a significant annual cycle. At the same location, the320

mixed-layer depth can vary by an order of magnitude (see, e.g., Figure 5 in de Boyer Mon-321

tegut et al. [2004]). From (12), we can expect the reduction of NIE and near-inertial WPI322

associated with SVD to be tightly related to the annual cycle of the mixed-layer depth.323

Figure 7 a shows the relative difference of horizontally averaged NIE, RNIE, for the324

upper 900 m of the water column. The reduction of NIE in the mixed layer is changing325

from more than 50 % in austral summer, when the mixed-layer is shallow, to approximately326

15 % in austral winter, when the mixed layer is deep. Figure 7 a also reveals that the327

reduction of NIE injected at the surface causes a reduction of the levels of NIE in the328

deep ocean as well. At the beginning of the time series, the adjustment of the experiment329

SVD-GCM following the change in the wind-stress parameterization is clearly visible. For330

horizontally averaged NIE, it takes approximately a month until the information about331

the significant reduction of NIE injected at the surface is transferred to the deep ocean.332

Figure 7 b and c show the zonally averaged reduction of mixed-layer NIE, RNIE, and333

of zonally averaged near-inertial WPI, RWPI , together with the zonally averaged mixed-334

layer depth. In austral summer, the large reduction reaches south to approximately 50◦S,335

south of which the mixed-layer depth is considerably deeper than in the northern part of336
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the model domain. In fall, the deep mixed-layer expands towards the north and the region337

of the large reduction retreats accordingly, until in winter the reduction has reduced to338

its annual minimum. As the mixed-layer gets shallower in spring, the reduction recovers339

its largest extent again.340

Figure 7 d summarizes Figure 7 a,b,c by showing that both, the reduction of horizontally341

averaged mixed-layer NIE, RNIE, and the reduction of horizontally averaged near-inertial342

WPI closely follow the horizontally averaged mixed-layer depth, and that the annual343

minima and maxima of both almost exactly coincide with the annual maxima and minima344

of the mixed-layer depth.345

5. Summary and Conclusion

We have used an eddying realistic primitive-equation model of the Southern Ocean to346

examine the relevance of the ocean-surface-velocity-dependence of the wind stress for de-347

termining NIE and for WPI into the near-inertial frequency band. We found a large348

reduction of both NIE and WPI into the near-inertial frequency band if the wind-stress349

parameterization accounts for the ocean-surface velocity. Averaged over the whole year,350

2001, horizontally averaged mixed-layer NIE is reduced by 39.9 % and horizontally aver-351

aged WPI is reduced by 22.1 %. Locally, much larger reductions are found especially in352

the South Pacific. As NIE at depth in our model mainly feeds from NIE injected into the353

surface-mixed layer, there is a reduction of NIE all throughout the water column.354

The reduction of NIE is due to the fact that including ocean-surface-velocity in the wind355

stress amounts, to leading order, to adding a linear-damping term to the momentum356

equation for the surface-mixed layer. This linear-damping term is proportional to the357

inverse of the mixed-layer depth. Using the slab-ocean model first described by Pollard358
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and Millard [1970], we confirmed that a large part of the observed reduction of near-359

inertial WPI and NIE can be explained by the direct effect of the changed wind-stress360

parameterization. By examining the annual cycle of NIE and the mixed-layer depth, we361

confirmed that it is in fact the inverse mixed-layer depth which mainly determines the362

strength of the reduction of NIE.363

Our findings show that ocean-surface-velocity dependence of the wind stress has a big364

effect on wind-induced near-inertial oscillations and hence should be taken into account365

when WPI into the near-inertial frequency band is estimated.366

Appendix A: The Mixed-Layer Depth

The mixed-layer depth used in this paper is defined as the depth at which the modulus367

of the deviation of the primitive-equation-model potential temperature to the surface368

temperature equals ∆T = 0.3 K. ∆T has been chosen so that the mixed-layer depth369

approximately matches the depth at which the ratio EI(z)/EI(0) ≈ 1/e in regions with370

strong NIE, where EI(z) is the energy in the inertial frequency band at depth z. In the371

PM70 experiments, the mixed-layer depth, H, is taken to be the mean mixed-layer depth372

at each horizontal grid point over the month of January 2001. We compared different373

definitions for the mixed-layer depth and found that the results of this study are not374

significantly changed.375

Appendix B: Time Filtering

The model output from the experiments CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM and from376

the corresponding PM70 experiments was filtered using a fifth-order Butterworth filter377

similar to the one used by Zhai et al. [2009]. We chose the cutoff frequencies to match the378
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Coriolis parameter f at the latitudes 28◦S and 80◦S which are just north and south of the379

boundaries of the model domain. Using the filter, the velocity was split into sub-inertial380

(S), near-inertial (I), and super-inertial (T) components381

u ≡ uS + uI + uT . (B1)382

Kinetic energy for each frequency band is then defined as383

ES,I,T ≡
u2S,I,T + v2S,I,T

2
(B2)384

To avoid complications from the band-pass filter, which needs a couple of days data to be385

fully defined, we chose to neglect the first five and the last five days of the filtered data.386

Appendix C: Tuning of the PM70 Experiment CONTROL-SLAB

Figure 8 compares the mixed-layer-averaged zonal near-inertial velocity from the ex-387

periment CONTROL-GCM and the zonal near-inertial velocity from PM70 at 100◦E and388

45◦S. PM70 is forced by the same wind-forcing as CONTROL-GCM, and is the same389

as used in CONTROL-SLAB. The mixed-layer depth from the experiment CONTROL-390

GCM H = 36.1 m was used. The linear-damping parameter ε = 1/4.5 days was chosen391

by comparing PM70 output for different ε, and primitive-equation-model output from the392

experiment CONTROL-GCM. There are six to seven separate bursts of inertial oscilla-393

tions and it is evident that PM70 does not capture the magnitude and shape of all of394

them.395
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Jan. 2001 whole 2001
NIE, CONTROL-GCM 119.9 Jm−2 135.8 Jm−2

NIE, SVD-GCM 68.2 Jm−2 82.9 Jm−2

RNIE −43.1 % −39.9 %
WPI, CONTROL-GCM 0.055 TW 0.068 TW

WPI, SVD-GCM 0.036 TW 0.053 TW
RWPI −34.5 % −22.1 %

Table 1. Temporally and horizontally averaged mixed-layer NIE and temporally averaged and

horizontally integrated near-inertial WPI for the whole model domain together with the relative

differences for the experiments CONTROL-GCM and SVD-GCM.
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Figure 1. (a) CONTROL-GCM and (b) SVD-GCM time-averaged NIE integrated over the

mixed layer (in Jm−2) for January 2001. (c) Relative difference of the two (in %), as defined in

(8), together with the 10, 20, 30, and 40 m contour lines of time-averaged mixed-layer depth.
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Figure 2. (a) CONTROL-GCM and (b) SVD-GCM time-averaged NIE integrated over the

mixed layer (in Jm−2) for the whole year 2001. (c) Relative difference of the two (in %), as defined

in (8), together with the time-averaged mixed-layer depth as contour lines (contour interval 40 m).
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Figure 3. (a) CONTROL-GCM and (b) SVD-GCM time-averaged WPI into the near-inertial

frequency band (in mWm−2) for January 2001. (c) Relative difference of the two (in %), as

defined in (9), together with the 10, 20, 30, and 40 m contour lines of time-averaged mixed-layer

depth.
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Figure 4. (a) CONTROL-GCM and (b) SVD-GCM time-averaged WPI into the near-inertial

frequency band (in mWm−2) for the whole year 2001. (c) Relative difference of the two (in %),

as defined in (8), together with the mixed-layer depth as contour lines (contour interval 40 m).
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Figure 5. (a) log10 of horizontally and temporally averaged NIE (whole model domain) for

January 2001 (red) and for the whole year 2001 (black). The solid lines show NIE for the run

CONTROL-GCM and the dashed lines show NIE for the run SVD-GCM. (b) Relative difference

of horizontally and temporally averaged NIE for January 2001 (red) and for the whole year 2001

(black).
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Figure 6. (a) CONTROL-SLAB and (b) SVD-SLAB time-averaged NIE integrated over the

mixed layer (in Jm−2) for January 2001. (c) Relative difference of the two (in %), as defined in

(8), together with the 10, 20, 30, and 40 m contour lines of time-averaged mixed-layer depth.
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Figure 7. (a) Relative difference of horizontally averaged NIE in the mixed layer (colors)

together with the horizontally averaged mixed-layer depth (white contour). (b) Relative reduction

of zonally averaged NIE in the mixed layer (colors) together with the zonally averaged mixed-

layer depth (contours every 30 m). (c) Relative reduction of zonally averaged near-inertial WPI

(colors) together with the zonally averaged mixed-layer depth (contours every 30 m). (d) Relative

reduction of horizontally averaged NIE in the mixed layer (black line) and relative reduction of

horizontally averaged near-inertial WPI (green line) together with the horizontally averaged

mixed-layer depth (red line). Relative differences are all given as defined in (8) and (9) in

percent.
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Figure 8. Zonal near-inertial velocity at 100◦E and 45◦S. The black line shows uI averaged

over the mixed layer for the first 36.5 days of the experiment CONTROL-GCM and the red line

shows uI as modeled by PM70 using the same wind forcing, mixed-layer depth H = 36.1 m and

ε = 4.5 days.
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